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How to score passing marks for class 9th - Below article is regarding score good marks in the
class 9th examination.Which only up to an optimum situation comes back with various students
who are unable to score well in their summative assessment first and at last for the summative
assessment II they are trying to go only for passing marks.
So here in the below article we are for reading tips and tricks to score well in your class 9th
examination to get you pass and promote to you in class 10th board examination so go to below
articles for the some and for the most interesting tips that really makes you interested towards your
studies to make you getting marks that you want.
Also Read - CBSE Class 9th Physics Important Topics

Be a regular student

Sometimes regularity may get rupture due to various other activities and it may impact a lot in your
studies. So to be a regular student you had to make yourself sit up to 3 to 4 hours Daily and make
you work Harder and Healthier too much you to devote as a regular student. You may go for
meditation it is one of the most useful techniques especially for Indians as we are too much
devoted towards God so you may use that procedure to be a regular student for your studies make
your habit successfully.
Also Read - CBSE Class 9th biology Important Questions

Stay regular with your all this subject

Sometimes you may get difficulties due to the elimination of any subject for more than 3 to 4 days if
you are eliminating a single subject for more than 3 to 4 days it might create a problem in your
brain about its own and not able to concentrate on another one also.So to get you informative it is
too much important to take all the subject in a parallel way to get every subject parallelly you know
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how to make your schedule according to all of your subjects on daily routine so as to get equal
concentration towards all the subjects.
Also Read - How to score passing marks for class 10th

Use Previous Year Question Papers

CBSE question papers help me a lot when I was in class 12th question papers makes you harder
your concept.Prepare yourself to make you more comfortable with CBSE techniques and format of
sample paper which is on CBSE website you may also used your questions as an important
topic to get learn your concept easily.
Also read - How to Become Topper in School

Study Timetable

Make a timetable for you with taking all your subject on a parallel basis so as to get equal
concentration on all of your subjects and it may provide you support with your time to make it
consumed in a proper way. So make a great timetable and go according to it in your examination it
helps you a lot to clarify all your doubts and make your time fully consume.Not only in your
examination but also on other days you have to follow to grab good marks.
Also Read - 7 Best Tips to Prepare an Effective Study Timetable

Consult with your Teachers

consultation at the time of examination is one of the most important topics and at the time of
examination it helps you to get your teachers to know more about you and also makes your
teachers comfortable with your studies they are able to Clear your doubts One of the most
important things about teaching is that they have a lot of experience in the field of teaching even
they know 50% of your paper by heart but they only trying to help those students who are
sincere.So your relations towards your teacher is also one of an important aspect.
Also Read - Copy linkCBSE Class 9 Chemistry Important Topics
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Track your Studies

If you are able to track your difficulties then you are able to go for more. With the help of tracking
you are able to notify all your problems and mistakes.At the time of your preparation, you get
proper attention towards your all subjects and topics.
All the above the data is fully analyzed and workable towards various persons.Your sincerity is one
of the most important topics if you are able to go in a sincere way for all the above tactics you may
surely go for well.
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